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a
1. In this note we use the notations d.u and 3f, w for ^ru and
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On the Normal Forms of Differential Equations in
the Neighborhood of an Equilibrium Point

By Mitio NAGUMO and Kusuo ISE

§ 1. Introduction.

use the notations

. u respectively. The vectors (xί , ••• , xj and (y1 , ••• 9ym) in Rm

will be denoted briefly by x and y respectively.
Let A=(aij) be a constant real (w, m) -matrix, all of whose

characteristic roots λ, (/ = l, ,w) have non-zero real parts, and
f(x) = (fι(x) 9 •" >/m(#)) a real vector function of class C1 on some neigh-
borhood of Λ = 0, such that /(0)=0 and |9^/W | ̂ K \x\ with a con-
stant jfiΓ>0 where

I Λ I = ( Σ Λ?)* , 1 3,/(Λ) I - { Σ (3, /y(*))2}*
* i,j

We consider the autonomous systems

//r
(1.1) 2*. = A ' X + f ( x )

at
and

(1.2) f̂ = ̂ .αr

regarding x, y and /(Λ) as the column-vectors. The purpose of this note
is to show that, under some conditions on λt (ί = l, ,m) and f(x)y

the system (1. 1) can be transformed into (1. 2) by a change of variables

(1.3) y

where u(x) = (ul(x) , ••• yum(x)) is a real vector function of class C1, such
that

u(Q) = 0
(1 4) 1 \dxu(*)\<L \x\

with some constant
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When f(x) is analytic regular in #, in order to show the existence
of the transformation given by (1. 3) with analytic regular u(x), we must
necessarily assume that there exist no relations of the form

(1.5) \ = ί^nr\j
/=!

where HJ (j = ~\., ,m) are non-negative integers such that Σ^ ̂ l

As to this case, some results were obtained by H. Poincare, C. L. Siegel,
and others, while we obtain the present result for the real systems with
a transformation of class C1 under some weaker conditions.

§ 2. Main Theorem.

2. Theorem. Assumptions :

(i) A is a constant real (my m) -matrix, all of whose characteristic
roots \f (/ = ! , ••• , m) have non-zero real parts: 3ΐ(λt )Φθ (i = l, ,m).

(ii) Let

(2. 1) /,(*) - PM + qi(x) (i = 1 , - , m)

where p^x) are polynomials in x with real coefficients such that

Pi(ty=djPi(ty=0 (ί = l, — ,m; j = ly — , w), and qM (/ = 1, - ,ιw) are
real-valued functions of class C1 satisfying

(2 2)

with some integer h^>0 and some constant

(iii) There exist no relations of the form

where n^ (j=ί , ••• , m) are non-negative integers such that

Conclusion : There exists a positive constant hQy depending only on
\. (ί = l , •-• , w), with the following property : if h^>h0, there exist func-
tions u{(x) (i = ί , ••• , m) of class C1 satisfying (1.4), such that the system
(1.1) is reduced to the form (1.2) by the substitution (1.3).

3. If (1. 1) is transformed into (1. 2) by (1. 3), u(x) must satisfy the
system of partial differential equations
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(3.1) Σ (Σ atίXf +/,(*)) dfuv = Σ αvΛ -/,(*) (» = 1, , m) .
1=1 j=L μ=l

For we have, by operating —— on both sides of (1.3),
at

from which (3.1) follows immediately by (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). Con-
versely, if u(x) is any function satisfying (3.1), then the substitution
(1.3) will transform (1.1) into (1.2). Thus we have only to show the
existence of u(x) satisfying (1.4) and (3.1), if h is sufficiently large.

§ 3. Auxiliary Theorem.

4. In this section we consider the system of semi-linear partial
differential equations

(4.1) Σ PM'd&v = Qv(x> u) (» = 1 ,•••,/)
i=ι

where x= (x^, •••, xm) and u = (uλ, •••, HI) denote real vectors in Rm and
Rl respectively. Let P{(x) be real-valued functions of class C1 in an
open domain D(^Rm, such that

(4. 2) (PΛ*) , -., Pm(x)) Φ (0 , ... ,0) (x €D) .

And Qv(#, u) be real-valued functions of class C1 in

where ω(x) is some positive- valued function of class C1 in D. A curve
x = x(t) in Rm is said to be a fozse characteristic of (4.1) if #(£) satisfies
the following system of ordinary differential equations :

(4.3) ^L = pi(x) (/ = l,.. ,m).
at

Let an (m— 1)- dimensional manifold M in /?w be given by

(4.4) M: x{ = Af(s19 ••• , 5m-1) (/ = l, — ,w)

where Λt(5) are functions of class C1 in some domain SC^Jf?™'1 such
that A(s) = (A^s) , ••- , Am(5)) eD for 5= (^ , — , 5m_0 eS. We assume
that
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(4.5) Pf(A(s)), ΦO for
/->!, •••, w-1

and that any base characteristic

(4. 6) x = x(t, s),

issuing from a point of M so that x(Q, s)=A(s), exists on the interval:
0<t<^τ(s) where r(s) is a continuous function on S, and that the set
χ= {χ = x(t, s) : 0<t<^r(s), s£S} is filled up only onefold with all those
curves x = x(t, s)(s£S), i.e. to any point x£X there corresponds just one
(ty s) such that x = x(t, s), 0<,t<^r(s), seS. Then we have easily

/ O ... C )
*"> ύl > > ύm-l)

^ Λ 7 x i I 1, -•• , m
• exp ( Γ Σ 3f.Pf. W^,, 5) dt) Φ 0 ,

Jo '^ 1

which shows that the 1 — 1 mapping (4. 6) from {(t, s) : s£S, 0
onto X and its inverse are both of class C1.

By (4. 6) the system (4.1) is reduced to the following system of
ordinary differential equations, 5 being a parameter:

(4.7) ^ = QvWί, 5), w)
Λ

We have then

and

V = l

for any solution &(£, 5) of (4.7). Hence, we obtain easily the following
auxiliary theorem which is our principal tool.

Auxiliary theorem. Under the conditions mentioned above, let the
inequality

in -j m
(A Q\ \ ^ P ί γ\ /-^ fl) (γ\ ""> \ ^ f~) ί γ j/\ β j/
\τr. \JJ / i J- j\^v/ ^ΐ\JD\A) ^_ / i V^f^^Λ, Wf w*y

for any xeX such that \u\ = ω(x). Then, for any function
C1 o« S

1) an (w, w) -determinant.
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(4.9) \ B ( s ) \ < ω ( A ( s ) ) ,

there exists a unique solution u(x) of (4. 1) on X, such that

u(A(s)) = B(s)

and

(4.10) \u(x)\^ω(x)

for xeX.

§ 4. Estimation of u(x).

5. Consider the system of partial differential equations

(5. 1) Σ ( Σ <tijXj+fM) 3Λ = Σ flvμ Wμ + &,(*) (» = 1 , — , m)
, =1 y=l μ=i

for which we have the following lemma.

Lemma. Let A=(aij) and f(x) satisfy the assumptions (i), (ii) and
(iii) in the theorem. Let g^(x) (y = l, ,w) be real -valued functions of
class C1 on some neighborhood of 0, such that

( g(Q) = 0
(5.2)

where G and p are positive constants.
Then there exists a constant Λ0^>0, which depends only on

\. (/ = l , ... , m)y with the following property: if p^>h0, the system (5. 1)
has a unique solution u(x) in a neighborhood of 0, such that

(5. 3) u(x) = 0 on the cone Σ ^? = Σ *< 2)

(5.4)

C is <z positive constant depending only on λ, (ί = 1 , ••• , m)

6. Proof. By setting P,.(Λ) = Σ βijXi+fM an(i Qv(^> w) — Σ a^u»
;=1 μ=l

v(^)» the system (5. 1) has the form (4. 1). Without loss of generality
assume that A = (#f y) has the following form :

(i) S»(λί)>0 for

O for

2) Cf. ( i ) &=0 means ^R(λ, )<0 for all /, and k=m means ^R(λ, )>0 for all /.
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(π)

(iϋ)

afj = 0 for / <1 k and j ^> k ,

atί = 0 f or / ]> fe and j <Lk .

Σ = Σ
β β=k+ι

(6.1)

where δ is any prescribed positive number.
&

In what follows, we write Σ = Σ and

/ and g are functions of class C1 on U= {x :

r is a positive constant. We consider the case
& —0 or k = m, the proof of the lemma will be simpler.

With sufficiently small 6 >0 we set3)

*5 — 2*2 when
(6.2) S.(Λ) =

We suppose that

*β^2} where
β

Because, if

when

and define a bounded region Uζ by [/ε— {Λ: G U:

N= (r, 0)

Q=(fi,0)

First we consider the solution of (5.1) in Uζ vanishing on the
(m— l)-dimensional manifold Ms={χζU: Ss(x)—Q}. For the base cha-
racteristic χ = χ(t) of (5.1), we have

JL A
2 " Λ f c

= Σ ( Σ «„<*, -Σ ( Σ aβixί+fβ(x))xββ » =ι

_ __ _ _

= ( Σ Σ ^A^-Σ Σ apiXβX,) + ( Σ/«(*)Λ.-ΣΛ(Λ)Λβ) > 0
Λ »=ι β 1=1 α β

3) For the case &=0 or k=m, we have to set SεO)=Σ!*?.
ί = i
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when £2<CΣ *Λ^^2> by taking r small enough, and also when

= {1+|τ(^
From these inequalities we see that, if r>0 is taken small enough,

every base characteristic of (5. 1) meeting Mε is transverse to Mε , and
that (4. 5) will hold for this case with M— Ms . In addition, since we
have

i4Σ(*.W)2

Δι til Λ

for any base characteristic x(t), when r is small enough, we see that U
is filled up only onefold with the base characteristics issuing from Mε

Therefore, we apply the auxiliary theorem to this case, setting US = X.
We set

(6.3)
Λ

and

(6.4) ω(x)=W G

where 7>0 and W^>Q will be determined later. Then

(6.5)

for every x G Uz . Thus we obtain

Σ

and

Σ Q*(Xy u) uv = Σ Σ Λ
v=ι v=ι μ =ι

Now we set

(6. 6) Λ0 = min 1 5R(λ,) | , Λ, = max
l^ί^"» l^t^^

Then we have

(6. 7) Σ PM 34ω (*)> (/> + 1) (Λ0-2δ) W G\x \
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and

(6. 8) Σ Qv(*, u) uv < (A1 + δ) \u\2+ \g(x) I \u\
1/=1

on U9 where δ is given by (6.1), taking r small enough. From (6.8)
it follows that, if \u\ = ω(x) for some xeUζ, then

and so p_λ

/AY"2"
(6.9) ^fjQv(Λ,^v<TF.G^^^ Λ

by virtue of (6.4) and (6.5). Thus, if we assume

(6.10)

we have
m

(6. 11) Σ Pί(*)

for any # 6 Us such that |ίί| = ω(Λ), from (6. 7) and (6. 9), by taking
and γ>0 small enough and then W large enough.

Let us assume hereafter that (6. 10) holds. Then it follows from
the auxiliary theorem that, when r is small enough, there exists a unique
solution u(x 8) of (5.1) on Uζ which vanishes on Mε, and that it
satisfies

(6.12) \u(x; 8)\^ω(x) = W G φ(x)^<G K \x\p+1 for x e ί/ε

*±1

where /f = W(ί + γ) 2 . Notice that TF and r are taken independent of
in the above arguement.

§ 5. Continuation of the Proof of the Lemma.
Estimation of

7. Next, let us prove that the inequality (5.4) holds for u = u(x; 8)
on t/g with some constant C^>0 independent of 8. In this paragraph
we fix £>0 and write uv(x) in place of uv(x; 8) for simplicity.

In order to estimate 13^ (Λ) | on the manifold M8, we reduce the
system (5.1) into

(7.1)
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by the change of variables given by (4.6). Thus, if we set uv(t, s)
= uv(x(t, s}}, u = u(t, s) is the solution of (7.1) with the initial condition

w(0, s) = 0 .

^(0, s)=g(x(Ό9 s))

, s) = 0

(7.2)

Therefore,

(7.3)

on Mε. Let *djt(s) denote the normal derivative of u(t, s) at x=x(Q, s)
on Ms, then we have

(7.4)

{Σ (3,*,(f, )T

where θ(s) represents the angle between the base characteristic x = x(ΐ, s)
and the normal of Mε at x(Q, s), i.e.

cos θ(s) =

when

when

(7.5)

where

Since

(7. 6)

and

(7.7)

when r is sufficiently small, we obtain, from (7.3), (7.4), (7.5), (7.6) and
(7. 7), _

\g(x)\

σ(x)) Σ Λ.-3Λ- Σ

Hence

(7.8)

on Mε with some constant
and (7.8), we see

\dnu\<K' G\x\p

independent of £. Thus, from (7. 3)

(7.9) x; 6)\<ZkK' G\x\*
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Now, operating 3μ on both sides of (5. 1) and setting 3μwv = wvμ/, we
have

(7.10)

= Σ *vXμ- Σ (a^ + ̂ fM) «w + 3*&(*) (», A* = 1 , - , HI)

which has also the form (4. 1) with unknown functions uvμ. Let us
assume first that / and g are functions of class C2 in U and apply the
auxiliary theorem to (7. 10). We set

Pι(x)=ίlαiJxJ+fi(x)

Q*(x, u') = Σ *v,«yμ- Σ W + 3μ/,(*)) wvι'+3μί v(*) (v, /* = 1 , - , m)

and ω'(*) = TF' G 0>'(*)^ where ?>'(*) — (1-f γO Σ *l- Σ *2 .
QJ β

Then, if we assume

(7. 11) Mo> A = max | SR(λf) - 9l(λy) | ,*>j
and if we take r small enough, we have

Σ P,(Λ) axw >-τf- Σ Σ Qvμ(*, «0 wvμ

* =1 ω (X) =ι f*=ι

for Λ: such that ω'(x)= \u'\ in f/ε, taking "PF7 and γ^O appropriately.
By the auxiliary theorem and (7. 9) we thus get

(7.12) |9,«(*;£)|^C G|*|*

in £7,, where C^>0 is a constant independent of £. In the above con-
sideration we can also choose r independent of 6. Let us write

and assume p^>h0 hereafter, from which (6.10) and (7.11) follow.
We will study in 9. as to the case that / and g are functions of

class C1.

8. Notice that C of (7.12) and r can be chosen independent of
£^>0 which is sufficiently small. Now we consider € as a variable tending
to zero. We see easily Ue<^Uβ' as £>£'>0, and v = u ( x ; &) — u(x\ 8)
must satisfy on C78

(8.1) Σ (Σ α*jXj +/,(*)) 3f.ι;v = Σ ^A (^ = 1, - , w) .
1=1 y=ι μ=ι
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From (6.12) and (7.12) we see easily that

and

v/6hold for v = u(x; S') — u(x\ £) on M8. Notice that min|:r| =

and we have for any #^>0

(8 2) { °'8p-l I
on Mε where KQ and /ζ are constants not depending on £ and £'.

We now choose q so that p^>q^>hQ. The system (8.1) is a special
case of (5.1) with g(x)=Q, and we get similarly as (6.12) and (7.12)

\u(x; £')—u(x; 6)

in ί7e where K' is some positive constant independent of ε and £'. Thus
we see that, as fi-*0, uv(x; £) and 3μ«,,(Λ:; fi) tend to certain functions
MV(Λ;) and their derivatives d^u^x) respectively. Clearly this u(x) is a
solution of (5.1), vanishing on the manifold : Σ ** = Σ *I and satisfying

(5.4) in !/,= {*: Σ*J^Λ Σ^I^Σ^}.
Λ β ' OS

Quite similarly as above, we can prove the existence of a solution
u(x) of (5.1) vanishing on Σ*2 = Σ*/ι an(i satisfying (5.4) in ί/2

β Λ β

9. Now it remains to prove our lemma when / and g are functions
of class C1. We construct approximation sequences {fn(x)}n=ι

}n=ι of vector functions of class C2 such that4)

/" (0) =£"(()) =0

(9.1)

4) /"(#) and
5) c.f. (2.1).

have only to be of class C2 in C7 excepting #=0.
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Then there exists a system un(x) = (uι(x) , ••• , un

m(x}) of functions of class
C2 satisfying

(9. 2) Σ (Σ tf/Λ +/?(*)) 9Λ = Σ *vμ«μ
ί=l y=l μ-l

such that

in C7 where /Γ2 and K3 are constants not depending on n. For un(x)— un'(x)
(n<,nf) we have

Σ ( Σ 0/A +/*(*)) 9,-K-^) - Σ «vμ(«S- <) + Aϊ n/(Λ) ,

where A; nV) = tevW-^

and so hn'n'(0) = 0 and |3ΛA" fl/(*) I ̂  — 1

with a constant H^>0 not depending on w and wr. Therefore we see
that, as w-^oo, un(x) tend to the desired solution of (5.1). The proof of
the lemma is thus completed.

§6. Proof of the Main Theorem.

10. Let us now turn to the system (3. 1),

Σ ( Σ <*ijXj+fM) 3/«v = Σ «v^-/v(jr) (v = 1 , ••• , m)
= = =f=l j=l

where /v(^)=AW + irv(^). First, let us consider

(10. 1) Σ ( Σ α. jXj+PM) 3, Wv = Σ α^Mp-pM (v = 1 , — , w) .
f = l y=l μ=l

If there exist no relations of the form λ, = X] ̂ λy where wy are
non-negative integers such that ΣW, ^>1> we can construct infinite

y
series of the form

with real coefficients cply... ,pm> such that MV = Σ ^ , . . . , £w ' #f x ' ' ' ^mw

(y = l, ,m) satisfy (10.1) formally. To see this, make a change of
variables, x=T y and u=T w, by a (complex) matrix T transforming
A=(αfj) into Jordan's canonical form T~l A Ty and consider about the
(complex) system thus obtained.
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Setting

(10.2) fa(x)= Σ c"p1...p-*i1-Xmm <» = l ,-,wι)
2^Pl+~'+Pm^k

and

(10. 3) ^ - «v-4 (x) (v = 1 , - , IK) ,

we reduce (3. 1) to the system

(10. 4) Σ ( Σ <*ijX;+fi(x)) 9, fcv = Σ *vμwμ+Λ(*) (v = 1 , - , m)
ί=l y=i μ=l

where

Λ(*) = Σ 0VμWμ(*)- Σ ( Σ tf/

In order to define ύ(x) as above, we have only to assume that condition
(iii) in the theorem (§ 2) is satisfied.

By (2. 1) we have

(10.5) Λ W = A W - < 7 v M

where pM = Σ a^ (x) - />v (*) - Σ ( Σ «/Λ + A W) 3, ώv W
μ=l , =ι y=ι

and ^VW = ^V(Λ:) + Σ Λ W
ί=l

and it follows from the definition of ύ(x) that 3v(#)>. polynomials in
x. (/ = ! , ••• , w), contain no terms of degree <l/z. Therefore, by (2.2)

f Λ ( 0 ) = 0 (v = l, . . , m ) ,

where AT is a positive constant. Using the lemma, we thus see that

there exists a solution u(x) = (uM , ••• , um(x)) of (10.4) in some neigh-
borhood of x = Q, such that

and

with some constant C^>0. We set

MV(#) = W v W + W v W (v = 1 , — , m)

and obtain those functions uv(x) (v = l, ••-, m) whose existence was claimed
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in the theorem. The proof of the theorem is thus completed.

(Received November 12, 1957)
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